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QUESTION 101 Which of the following uses the RC4 cipher? (Select TWO). A. WPA-personal TKIPB. WEPC.
WPA2-enterprise CCMPD. WPA2-personal CCMPE. AES Answer: AB QUESTION 102Which of the following wireless
encryption types is vulnerable to weak IVS attacks? A. WEPB. WPAC. WPA2D. AES Answer: A QUESTION 103A
datacenter server technician notices that several of the last sticks of RAM which were installed as upgrades have been found
damaged due to static electricity. This only occurs in a particular server room within a large datacenter. Which of the following
environmental hazards is MOST likely at play here? A. Humidity levels are well below averageB. Temperature levels are too
highC. Temperature levels are well below averageD. The room does not have enough ventilation Answer: A QUESTION 104
Activity logs show a large amount of data downloaded from a company server to an employee's workstation overnight. Upon further
investigation, the technician identifies the data as being outside the scope of the employee's regular job functions. Which of the
following steps should the technician take NEXT? A. Report through proper channelsB. Document the changesC. Continue to
track more evidenceD. Preserve the chain of custody Answer: A QUESTION 105During a presentation, a client removes
confidential proposal materials from the presenter's laptop via an IR connection. This behavior is expressly prohibited by the
company. The client's location in the audience is immediately identified. Which of the following should the technician do NEXT?
A. Track the evidenceB. Report to the proper channelC. Identify the information compromisedD. Document the security
breach Answer: B QUESTION 106Which of the following Internet connection types would typically have the GREATEST
latency? A. SatelliteB. WiMAXC. CellularD. ISDN Answer: A QUESTION 107An end user is designing a PC with a clear
acrylic access panel to show off the insides. The user wants the inside to stay cool, but as dust free as possible. Which of the
following would BEST meet this scenario? A. Create a positive pressure air flow with unfiltered intakes and filtered exhausts B.
Create a positive pressure air flow with filtered intakes and unfiltered exhaustsC. Create a negative pressure air flow with
unfiltered intakes and unfiltered exhaustsD. Create a negative pressure air flow with filtered exhausts and unfiltered exhausts
Answer: B QUESTION 108A technician has been asked to determine why a user's print jobs to a particular printer always seem to
be delayed compared to other user's submitted jobs. The user states that the jobs print without error, but always seems to be the last
jobs to complete at the heavily used shared printer. Which of the following should the technician perform? A. Adjust the print
spooler settingsB. Change the user's IP settingsC. Update the printer's firmwareD. Reload the user's print drivers Answer: A
QUESTION 109A user states that a network printer, attached to and shared from a co-worker's computer, does not always print the
jobs submitted to it. The user adds that it seems to happen at different times throughout the day, but at other times works fine. Which
of the following is MOST likely the cause? A. The co-worker's computer is hibernatingB. The user's print drivers are
incompatibleC. The printer has entered power save modeD. The submitted jobs are incompatible Answer: A QUESTION 110
Which of the following is a public IP address? A. 10.0.0.1B. 62.10.1.1C. 172.16.0.1D. 192.168.1.1 Answer: B If you want
to pass the CompTIA A+ 220-801 exam sucessfully, recommend to read latest CompTIA A+ 220-801 Questions & Answers full
version.
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